From 2002 the China International Railway Conference for Urban & Intercity Transit (CIRC) and the Rail+Metro China Show have formed two pillars that together have shown the way through 18 years of full-throttle railway development, playing key witness to the country's transportation revolution.

With the launch of China’s “One Belt One Road” global economic strategy, China’s advance in rail transit technology manufacturing and railway infrastructure construction has become far and away the shining light of economic development for export. Originating in Shanghai, CIRC and Rail+Metro China follow the city of Shanghai’s unique driving principles of “Broadening Expertise, Pursuing Excellence, Enlightening Wisdom, and Humble Attitude” – which guide the direction of our efforts that are embodied in the concepts of Cooperation, Innovation, Regeneration, and Civilization.

In 2020, CIRC and Rail+Metro China will be held in Lujiazui, the beating heart of Shanghai. The conference and exhibition will be deeply integrated so as to best serve the global rail transit industry in attendance, with world-class standards applied to our diverse range of professional meeting activities and focusing both topics and exhibits on areas of relevance to the entire Asia-Pacific region.

Contact Us Now for More Information

Comprehensive Promotional Campaigns

Industry Support
Connected with 1,000+ Senior industry leaders, influencers and experts

WeChat
25,000+ Active social media account followers

Media:
50+ Industry Media Partners, including trade press, broadcast, online, published and broadcast

Connected with
1,000+
Senior industry leaders, influencers and experts

Enquire now to become an Official “China International Railway Conference 2020” Partner and open the door to more business opportunities.
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The China International Railway Conference for Urban & Intercity Transit 2020 (CIRC 2020)
Established in 2002, Lighting the Way through 18 Years of Railway Development

Featuring more than 3,000 Exhibiting Brands, Working Together to Expand Domestic Supply Chains and Strengthen International Business Relations

More than 200,000 Viewers and Conference Delegates, Assisting in the Synthesis of Scientific and Technological Accomplishment

Exhibition Hall 1: Huaxia Hall
Infrastructure and Rail Operations Hall
- Rail Transit Operators and Supporting Enterprises
- Infrastructure Construction and Tunnel Engineering
- Smart Transport Technology

1F Conference Venue
Forum Activities
- The 33rd Annual Meeting of the International Chinese Transport Association (ICTPA)
- The Open Session of the Chinese Railway Association (CRA)
- The Metropolitan Rail Transit Initiative (MRTI)" APEC Conference 2020: Technological Innovation & Intelligent Manufacturing in Rail Transit

7F Conference Venue
Forum Activities
1. The Rail Transit Intelligent Operation and Maintenance Forum 2020
2. The Transportation and Vehicle Maintenance: The Future of Intelligent Manufacturing Forum 2020
3. The High-Speed Freight Rail Future Development Service Forum 2020
4. The Shanghai Urban Rail Transit Development Summit 2020

Exhibition Hall 2: Shanghai Hall
Vehicle Equipment and Maintenance Hall
- Railway and Urban Rail Transit Vehicles
- Vehicles Supporting Systems and Components
- Vehicle Overhaul and Maintenance

3F Conference Venue
Forum Activities
1. The Shanghai Railway Development and Integrated Hub Construction Forum 2020
2. The Opening Forum of CIRC 2020: Intelligent Manufacturing and Intelligence in Railway Construction Services
3. The Urban Mass Transit Development Seminar 2020
4. The High-Speed Freight Rail Future Development Service Forum 2020
5. The Shanghai Urban Rail Transit Development Summit 2020
6. The Hot Session of the China Railway Construction Corporation (CRCC)
7. The Urban Railway Development and Integrated Hub Conference 2020
8. The Metropolitan Rail Transit Initiative (MRTI) Conference 2020
9. The State Railway Corporation of Thailand (SRT) Conference 2020
10. The Shanghai Urban Rail Transit Development Summit 2020
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In 2020 We Will Bring You:
2 Exhibition Halls covering 6 Exhibition Areas and over 3 Major Conference Areas
200+ Invited Speakers at Lujiazui
10+ High-level Summits

2018
Conference endorsed under APEC’s Transport Working Group (PTWG) ‘Mass Transit Urban Rail Initiative’ in promoting collaboration and knowledge sharing of best practice in the mass transit field between APEC’s 21 member economies.
- 2 Day Conference, including 1 Main Forum, 3 Themed Forums, 127 Speakers, and 1500 Industry Delegates

2019
The conference gained approval under APEC’s Policy Partnership for Science and Technology Innovation (PPSTI) and China’s Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) for the launch of an “Innovation in Public Transport” (INPUT) Competition. Its aim is to promote and encourage technological innovation and improvement in the domestic and international rail transit industries through competition activities. It is planned to commence in 2020.

5 Day Conference, including 6 Forums, 2 Closed Sessions, 5 Site Tours, and 106 Speakers
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